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Taking cognisance of the perils of the Blue Whale Challenge

(https://www.�rstpost.com/search/Blue%20whale%20challenge), an online game which has allegedly led

to 130 suicides across the world, and has found �ve victims in India – three casualties, and two averted

attempts, the Indian government has written to social media giants, calling for a ban on the game. The

Ministry of Electronics and IT has asked sites such as Google India, Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram,

Microsoft India and Yahoo India to block links related to the game. "You are hereby required to ensure

that any such link of this deadly game in its own name or any similar game is immediately removed from

your platform. The proponent of this game should be reported to law enforcement agencies," said the

government circular (https://www.�rstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/blue-whale-challenge-meity-asks-

google-facebook-and-others-to-remove-links-related-to-this-game-from-their-platforms-3932813.html).

However, cyber security gurus opine that although the move makes for a good political statement, it is

hardly feasible.

Experts explain that the 50-level game, which tasks its player with one self-harming instruction every day

with the “winning task” being suicide, cannot be banned since it’s not a website

(https://www.�rstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/blue-whale-challenge-banning-is-not-a-practical-solution-
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deeper-psychological-issues-need-to-be-addressed-3928609.html) or an application, does not have social

media pages or handles, and barely works on hash tags.

“How can you ban something if its source is still unknown?”

questions advocate Vicky Shah, a cyber crime lawyer based

in Mumbai, “If you look at the three recent cases of suicides

in India, which are being connected to the game,

investigators are still trying to �nd traces of the game in the

victims’ phones, and other gadgets. They still haven’t

�gured the medium through which the victims were in

touch with the game curators. That’s not surprising because

it still isn’t clear what this game is – whether it’s a chain

letter, a closed group, a private forum, or simply, a chat room. Banning, for certain, is not the answer

here.”

Vijay Mukhi, another cyber security expert and author, who has penned close to 70 technology-related

books, stated that after reports of Blue Whale-related suicides emerged in India, he tried to reach the

administrators of the game, but in vain. He derived that the game, which has no digital footprints,

probably works through secret gaming networks. The covert group allows its members to communicate

with each other without having their identities revealed, using only their gaming nicknames.

“I realised that it’s an invite-only game. You cannot play the game unless you have been speci�cally

invited by the secret group’s members. The way this game works is this – Multiple people play the game

at a time, each of them performs the tasks instructed by the game curator every day, uploads photo or

video evidence of the completed task, and earns kudos from other players. Competition is the breath of

gaming, and this game is full of it. I tried playing the game, but I couldn’t get access because the

administrators rope in only those players, who have been members of the group for at least a couple of

months, and are ‘trustworthy.’ It’s impossible to reach these administrators, and banning them is even

far-fetched,” says Mukhi.

Ritesh Bhatia, another cyber crime investigator, feels that although the game originated in Russia, it is

now being adapted into an Indian version by curators here. He illustrates his observation with the recent

suicide attempt in Indore (https://www.�rstpost.com/india/blue-whale-challenge-13-year-old-stopped-

by-friends-from-jumping-off-school-balcony-in-indore-3916615.html), where a 14-year-old boy was saved

in the nick of time by his friends as he tried to jump off the third �oor of his school building.

Investigations revealed that the boy was promised a sum of Rs 2 crore if he completed the winning task.

“From all the data we have on the Challenge so far, we know it does not have a reward system. But in the

Indore boy’s case, a reward was offered, and it was offered in Indian rupees. To my mind, this is an

indication of Indians adapting the game, tweaking it to make it more appealing, and using it to exploit

vulnerable children (https://www.�rstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/blue-whale-challenge-teaching-kids-

to-deal-with-peer-pressure-is-more-meaningful-than-a-ban-3935681.html). Who says that the
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administrators have to be only Russians? The game inventor, a 21-year-old Russian, was arrested months

ago, and yet, the game thrives. There are new administrators, and no one knows who they are, or what

they look like. There may even be several of them," says Bhatia.

Bhatia says that although the government’s move is appreciable since it shows they’re concerned, the

issue needs to be dealt with further reason, and detailed investigations. “All of this started with a Russian

social networking website, which still has innumerable posts about the game. And now, as the game gains

popularity, more and more Indians are thronging to it. Why not ban that website? I think we require a two-

pronged approach if we wish to control this menace – �rstly, identify the real sources, like this Russian

website, and secondly, create awareness amongst parents and teachers so they can educate teenagers

against this game.”

Advocate Karnika Seth, a cyber crime expert and author of Protection of Children on the Internet, feels

that although the government’s move needs to be supported with various other technical means, it will

help create awareness and cyber literacy. Children, she says, are the most vulnerable in the digital space,

and often fall prey to crimes like gambling and sexual abuse, apart from self-mutilating games such as

the Blue Whale Challenge.

“Information about this game is reaching more users through social networks every day, and it is

extremely dif�cult to monitor the duplication of this content. One can use �lters – insert related words like

‘blue whale’ in the dictionary, and have them blocked. But I’m not sure if social media giants, who the

government has approached, even have a technology to monitor each post for such words. More than the

ban, we require thorough investigations into the cases that have come forth so far. We need to identify the

common patterns in these cases, and work around them to deter more youths from getting victimised,”

says Seth.

Shah, meanwhile, added that apart from monitors on social media, there’s also need for new laws, which

will empower investigators to extract information about offending international users immediately. At

present, even if the government knows that a person, who is based abroad, has committed a cyber crime,

it takes at least eight to ten months to avail data about the offender.

“Say, if a child commits suicide after a stranger befriends him on a social networking website, and

instigates him through the Blue Whale Challenge. Now, even if the government knows who the offender

is, it will have no means to zero in on that person. Social networking sites may be reluctant to share the

user’s information since it is against their privacy laws. In a case I was working on, availing data took two

years. The only way to expedite this is that India becomes party to international treaties, which allow

sharing of such sensitive formation for investigation purposes,” says Shah.

Mukhi, meanwhile, added, “The government has called for a ban, yes. It’s a good political statement, but

if you speak practically, it’s not feasible. Have you ever heard of the US government calling for a ban on

anything online? No, because they know it’s not doable. They haven’t even called for a ban on ISIS. They

know that the moment a thing is banned online, it goes underground, and this game is already

underground. I fear that this move by the government might bring out the worst – parents will take the

government’s word, drop their guards, and more kids will fall prey to the Blue Whale.”
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The writer is a journalist, and author of the true crime book, The Front Page Murders: Inside the Serial

Killings that Shocked India.
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